Welcome to the Woodland Trail

The Woodland Trail takes you on a journey through coastal habitat, where you’ll find much to discover. Look for variety in the flora as you change elevation, and listen for the presence of wildlife. Feel free to spend a few moments at one of the benches along the way—patience is often rewarded with a wildlife sighting or two!

Protect This Place

The Woodland Trail is a one mile trail with a 50 foot elevation gain. The trail is moderate in level of difficulty, and winds through riparian and upland forest habitats. Please do your part in protecting this place:

- Stay on the trail to protect the habitat and its flora
- Please, no biking
- Please keep pets on leash, and pack out waste
- Enjoy this wild place and leave it undisturbed

Wildlife Watch

Along the Woodland Trail you are likely to experience a variety of wildlife from birds and amphibians to squirrels, chipmunks, and, on rare occasions, bear and cougar. You are sharing this place with them—remain alert! Although unlikely, if you encounter bear, back away quietly and quickly.

- Rough-splendred newts feed a home in the riparian forest. This newt is showing a defensive posture—the orange underside is displayed as a warning.